EAL and TAI
• TAI calculation is done each month (i.e. in "real time") • The BIPM computes a free atomic scale, EAL, from some 350 atomic clocks worldwide, aiming at optimal 1-month stability.
-An average of N identical clocks should be √N more stable than each one.
-Clocks in different laboratories have to be compared by time transfer techniques: presently GPS and Two-way; the goal is that time transfer noise is negligible. -f(EAL) is stable but it can have any value (with respect to the SI second).
• Each month, primary frequency standards (PFS) are used to estimate f(EAL).
-PFS are expected to represent the SI second.
• The frequency of TAI is then steered so that f(TAI) is close to the SI second. 
TT(BIPMxx)
• As TAI is computed in real time and is not updated if an error is discovered, it is not optimal. • Therefore the BIPM computes a post-processed time scale TT(BIPM) • Each new version TT(BIPMxx) updates and replaces the previous one. • TT(BIPMxx) calculation -Post-processed using all available PFS data, as of year 20xx.
-Complete re-processing starting 1993 (possibly with change of algorithm 
Contributions to TT(BIPM)
• TT(BIPM) performances due to increasing number of Cs fountains • A rough statistical estimate would put TT(BIPM) accuracy in the low 10 -16 , but time transfer and instability of EAL limit this. 
Estimation of systematic effects in Cs fountains
• Because the accuracy of TAI/TT(BIPM) depends on that of the PFS, we want to check for the existence of systematic effects in Cs fountains. • When one Cs fountain has enough evaluations, we compare its results with an ensemble average of the other PFS: 
Contributions of frequency standards to TAI
• Evaluations of PFS always needed. • Presently (2009), nearly 4 fountain evaluations per month. Quite good in regard to the number of available fountains. • New FS encouraged -PFS -"Secondary representations of the second" are also expected to provide evaluations, in order for us to get experience with their use.
